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''An image for tomorrow"p
An image for change Annual Oration atthe opening ofthe 1992 - 93 teaching
session at the Royal Victoria Hospital.
E M Mclirath
A common thread that binds mewith previous oratorsisthedegreeof respect with
which we all view the tradition of this Oration, and its place in the history of this
institution, which in our many and varied ways we seek to serve. The opportunity
to address an audience which includes one's teachers, colleagues, future
generations of doctors, and many friends leaves me both humble and nervous,
but if I may quote Oscar Wilde - "On an occasion of this kind it becomes more
than a moral duty to speak one's mind. It becomes a pleasure."
Today the increasing emphasis on the necessary scientific aspects of medicine
leaves little time for either student or clinician to spend on the study of a more
broad based philosophical and generally more objective view of our vocation.
There is a relentless and increasing pressure for change, frequently under the
misnomer of progress. Little attention is paid to previous history and experience,
and the reinventionofthe wheel, no matter how square, is frequently greeted with
plaudits.
There are two forthcoming anniversaries which form the backcloth of my image
for tomorrow. The 8th November 1995 is the centenary of Rontgen's discovery
ofX rays. It was this discovery which led to the specialtyofradiology and the later
development of diagnostic medical imaging. In 1997 we will celebrate the bicent-
enary of this our beloved hospital, and consideration of this second anniversary
allows observation of a broader spectrum of medicine. It is my hope that by
outlining some of the history of radiology and some similarities with the recent
historyoftheRoyal Victoria Hospital, that ourfutures maybe more clearly defined.
Itis frequently stated thatthe paceof life increases but I wonderifthisisreallytrue.
Rontgen's discovery in 1895 was given consideration by the Medical Committee
of the Frederick Street Hospital, Belfast, in July 1896, and in November of that
year the necessary apparatus was purchased. This at a time when there were few
medicaljournals, and electronic media and air travel did not exist. I suspect that a
similar fundamental discovery in 1995 would still be undergoing the necessary
amendments required by the Editorial Board of some medical journal prior to
publication in 1997 or even later. Consideration of purchase would indubitably
have required the formation of several committees, sub committees, working
parties and numerous option appraisals, before the establishment of a commiss -
ioning team, all in the nature of consensus personal responsibility having been
devalued, if not excluded.
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Initially radiographs were taken by the firm of John Clarke and later by Messrs
Lizars of Wellington Place. The latter organisation employed a Mr J C Carson,
who it is said carried out domiciliary radiography by jaunting car at a cost of
50 pence - an early example ofboth ecology and economy. In September 1903
the patients were transferred from the Frederick Street Hospital to the new Royal
Victoria Hospital where the electrical department was established under the
supervision of Dr J C Rankin. Johnny Rankin was an enthusiastic advocate ofthe
valueofradiographsin the teachingofanatomy; he worked closely with Professor
John Symington and his assistant Dr P T Crymble, and gained his MD in 1906.
In 1912 new X-ray apparatus and a darkroom were installed at a price of £400.
As a comparison, the cost ofthe present magnetic resonance imaging installation
is in the region of ;1 .7 million. In 1913 some 1,347 X-ray plates were recorded,
a far cry from the 3 5 million images obtained in 1990. In 1919 Mr Ralph Leman
was appointed radiographer to the hospital. He held this post for some forty
years, and his appointment was a landmark in that he was the first paramedical
employed to carry out duties previously within the domain of the doctor. A year
later Dr Maitland Beath joined the staff. He and Dr Rankin were to exert their
influence both at the local and the national level to further the progress of
radiology.
In 1924 Dr Frank Montgomery was appointed assistant to Dr Beath, and in 1929
was elected an honorary consultant radiologist. His career is worthy of some
enlargement as it represents those less regimented and perhaps happier days. He
came from a family with strong religious convictions, and initially entered the
Queen's University of Belfast and the Presbyterian College with a view to gaining
the degree of Bachelor of Divinity. Having gained selection to the University
rugby 1st XV as a freshman, he found that the longest available undergraduate
course was in medicine and proceeded to persuade his mother that while he felt
inadequate to ascend the steps of the pulpit, the life of medical missionary might
beckon. Thenecessarytransfer having been effected, hegained several IrishCaps
at full back. After qualification in 1915 he served with distinction in the Western
front where he was awarded both the Military Cross and the Croix de Guerre. On
demobilisation he joined the Egyptian Medical Service, being made redundant
in 1923 with the then not inconsiderable payment of £2,000. He returned to
London where he worked as an assistant in HarleyStreet, obtaining laterthatyear
the Diploma of Medical Radiology and Electrotherapy at Cambridge.
I suspect that today such training would scarcely garner the approval ofthe Royal
College. It might perhaps lead to European specialist registration, and would
certainly gain plaudits from the Adam Smith Institute. Like all the radiologists of
that era, Frank Montgomery practised both diagnostic and therapeutic radiology
and his name is still associated with the Northern Ireland Radiotherapy Centre.
From 1948 -56 he was Chairman of the Northern Ireland Hospitals Authority -
the last practising clinician to chair such a body; a knighthood for services to
medicine was bestowed upon him in 1953.
My career in radiology overlapped his by two months in 1957, and much of the
foregoing information is theresultof his hospitalityin later years. Thelastappoint -
ment to the Hospital prior to inception of the National Health Service was that
of Dr David Porter - even by today's standards a superb gastroenterological
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radiologist. He was always the perfect gentleman, and he guided the transition of
the department through an evolutionary period with calmness and security. The
respect in which he is held is evidenced by the award of the Annual Junior Staff
Prize in his name.
Theperiod from 1903 until 1950wascharacterised bytheappointmentofgeneral
radiologists. This was not surprising, as both medicine and surgery remained
generalistinoutlook, and therangeofimaging investigations remained predomin -
antly plain radiographs, barium studies, cholecystography and urography. In
1950 the appointment of Dr Harry Shepherd was notable in that he had a
subspecialty interest in neuroradiology. The beginning of sub specialisation was
to produce a period of remarkable advance. The equipment manufacturers were
beginning to make use of the improvements in electronics that had occurred
during and after the second world war. The list of technical advances is large -
image intensification, leading to cine fluorography and coronary angiography,
and real time ultrasound leading to duplex and colour doppler vascular imaging.
The introduction ofcomputer processing, allowing the development ofcomputed
tomography, magnetic resonance imaging and digital image recording and trans-
mission, represent just a few such advances. The quality and reliability of all
equipment is now superb and we owe a debt not only to the innovative designers
and manufacturers, butalso to local engineers - an unsung group who work day,
night and at weekends, like any other health care professional. The more enlight-
ened firms also fashioned an improving liaison with the profession, and it is sad to
recount that there no longer exists an independent British X-ray manufacturer.
The pioneering research of Godfrey Housfield, in the development of computed
tomography, the two Nottingham groups involved with the development of
magnetic resonance imaging, and early British work in ultrasound and nuclear
medicine is now the province only of American, European and Japanese
companies.
The range of investigations was to increase at an outstanding pace as the imaging
capabilities of other forms of radiation were discovered, and it was clear that the
training of both medical and paramedical staff would have to evolve to meet the
new demands. Belfast wasdeeply involved from thebeginning. DrMaitland Beath
became President of the British Association of Radiology in 1938, probably as a
compromise candidate between another diagnostician andaradiotherapist whose
mutual antipathy was legendary. Beath with wisdom, and his willingness to travel
to London, when it was not just a day return on an aeroplane, nurtured the
formation in 1939 of the Faculty of Radiologists. This body was in 1975 to
become the Royal College of Radiologists, which remains to this day a conjoint
body of diagnosticians and oncologists. It is greatly to his credit that after the
second world war there was an institution prepared to take responsibility for the
direction and standards of training.
In 1948 the diploma in radiodiagnosis and radiotherapy of the Conjoint Board
remained the minimum consultant requirement within the United Kingdom.
In Northern Ireland however, this diploma was viewed as insufficient and all
appointees held additional qualifications, usually an MD by thesis. Dr Harry
Shepherd served on numerous committees of the Faculty of Radiologists, and
later became Vice President. He was ideally placed to develop postgraduate
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training in Northern Ireland, and the first locally trained candidate gained
Fellowship ofthe Faculty of Radiologists in 1962. This qualification soon became
a mandatory requirement for the post of Senior Registrar in Northern Ireland, a
position achieved elsewhere within the United Kingdom at a very much later date.
Since 1950 more than a hundred and twenty doctors have received part or all of
their radiological training in this centre. Postgraduate medical training in Great
Britain and Ireland has always demanded sound general experience before the
doctor proceeded to specialise. Radiology is no exception - the fellowship
requires a broad based knowledge of the subject to honours standard. Higher
professional training then allows each doctor to make a choice - whether to
increase those general skills, which will more readily be required in the smaller
more peripheral departments, or to concentrate upon a particular are of medical
imaging.
Neuro - Science was the first example in the radiological field, followed by increas-
inglyspecialised radiological experience in paediatrics, vascularand interventional
techniques, gastro - enterology and orthopaedics. These were to be joined by
specialists using the newer technically based advances in ultrasound, computed
tomography and magnetic resonance imaging. Both in patient care and clinical
teaching the improvements are manifest - a fact regretfully proven by the recent
absence, through illness, of our beloved and respected colleague, Manton Mills.
The "jack of all trades and master of none" philosophy is obsolete, as shown by
the recommendations ofthe Royal College of Radiologists regarding the National
Breast Screening Service. In this document are set out a minimum number of
examinations per radiologist per annum, quality assurance and audit require-
ments at regional and supra regional levels. A sensitive balance however must be
retained between the lure ofthe exotic high technology areas, and the more basic
examinations - a balance the examiners have recently noted as being somewhat
disturbed when they commented on the expertise of candidates for the fellowship
- the excellent interpretation of computed tomography and ultrasound being at
variance with poor interpretation of chest, abdominal and skeletal radiographs.
The value and quality of our paramedical staff have always been appreciated by
their colleagues but their treatment by the National Health Service has been at
best tawdry and at worst mean and occasionally almost malicious. In 1926 Ralph
Leman, a founder member of the Society of Radiographers, instituted radio-
graphic training in the Royal, and the School flourished, moving from place to
place on site and finally finding a permanent home when the late Mr R J Spence
established a purpose built school close to Musson House. The year 1990 was
another milestone when the first group of radiography students entered the
University ofUlster. The Bachelor of Science honours course in Radiography was
developed and approved in less than twelve months, together with postgraduate
diplomas, and considerable progress towards the degree of Master of Science.
I can only comment that the meetings of the course committee, when all the
parties involved were in general agreement on fundamental objectives, were a
total joy to attend and an almost total antithesis to so many meetings within the
National Health Service. It is ironic that when funding was required for clinical
tutors the National Health Service introduced major difficulties.
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I cannot leave the profession of Radiography without mention of Leslie Irwin,
whose premature death robbed us of a lady who showed exceptional intellectual
capacity, integrity and practical ability, unmatched, in my experience, anywhere
within the world.
The availability of the necessary facilities, or even the time required to train to an
adequatelevel, becomessteadily moredifficult. Intheclinical field bedsareclosed
or mattresses removed, and operating sessions cancelled on the basis of dubious
histograms or fiscal exigency. To paraphrase Oscar Wilde, "There are those who
know the price of everything and the value of nothing." The purchase of imaging
equipment poses similar problems. Initially we not only kept pace with the rest of
Europe, on occasions we were in the forefront. Today the picture is much more
sombre. A five year delay in the purchase of computerised tomography in the
1970's was but a foretaste of a ten year delay in the provision of magnetic
resonance imaging in Northern Ireland.
Magnetic resonance imaging was in 1982 our image for tomorrow, but is now a
tool of today. These instruments are not toys for doctors, they are significant
advances in patient care, representing both a non -hazardous and non-invasive
method of diagnosis. Their potential can only be realised by patient application
and by the increased awareness of doctors, in every branch of medicine, of their
vastly improved diagnostic capabilities. Are we going to suffer similar problems
with the rash of new technological advances such as microwave tomography,
infra-red imaging, electron spin resonance imaging, magneto encephalography
or electrical impedance tomography? I trust that better counsel prevails, with
subsequent improvement both in patient care and in the training of all our
professional staff.
A review of the proceedings of the medical committee of the Frederick Street
Hospital in 1896 offers a more appropriate precedent to the new Royal Trust
Board than the expensive advice of management consultants. Equally, the
anatomical perfection of magnetic resonance images would support John
Rankin's thoughts on the teaching of anatomy - a potential that I can only hope
the Faculty of Medicine will exploit.
The relationships between the history of radiology, the development of sub
specialisation and overall hospital practiceare quite clear. Firstly, inacute hospital
practice both the technical requirements and the investment in technology will
continue to increase. Secondly, experience and review of the medical literature
confirm that sub specialisation improves both clinical outcome and postgraduate
training.
The whole question of generalist versus specialist has exercised the columns of
the British Medical Journal and the Lancet for over one hundred and fifty years.
Sub specialisation was initially promoted in London by those doctors unable to
obtain appointments within the major teaching hospital. These appointments
were in the 19th century frequently gained by patronage or the ability to pay a
large fee. In 1824 an attractive surgical post could cost in excess of 600 guineas.
The British Medical Association opened a petition against the establishment ofSt
Peter's Hospital for the Stone - now part of the Institute of Urology. Thejournal
commented that "special hospitals will never furnish great surgeons or advance
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the art beyond mere manipulative smartness." Why then did they succeed?
Patient demand certainly increased, and as in today's world, consumer satis-
faction is a powerful argument. Perhaps more cogently in 1850 only 20% of
Fellows of the Royal College of Surgeons practised in specialist hospitals - by
1950 over 60% of Fellows were so associated.
In a statement referring to the R6ntgen centenary, the Royal College ofRadiology
stated that in the next century the College will ensure that future patients will
be served by members working to the highest attainable standards. As our
bicentenary approaches, this sentiment holds equally good for the Royal Victoria
Hospital. The bicentenary provides an opportunity to look forward to the necess-
aryrebuildingoftheward units. LeedsGeneral Infirmary, which hasmanyfeatures
in common with our own hospital, (including limitation of resources, while the
necessary improvementstotheneighbouring StJamesHospital were undertaken)
has recently been allocated seventy-four million pounds to rebuild on site. I can
see no reason why this institution should be less generously treated.
The rebuilding scheme must encompass a breadth ofvision which will ensure that
patients will not only be certain of the best possible care but also of enhanced
environmental facilities within a new patient and visitor concourse. Similarly,
with the greater awareness of our dependence on team work, the training and
continuing educational requirements of all our staff should be recognised by the
development of an education centre. This centre would provide the group of
hospitals, and both Universities, with much needed facilities, and provide
accommodation for the necessary support services. I feel it should be designed to
be capable of hosting national scientific meetings.
It may astonish those who know me to find that I believe that there is surprisingly
little dichotomy in philosophy between the medical staff and those involved in
management, regarding their desiresforthefutureofourhospital. I feel, however,
there is a mutual inability to recognise each other's problems. I might use the
analogy of two people trying to cross a minefield from different points on its
periphery. Try as we may to understand the problems of management, doctors
have an overriding duty to treat patients to the highest attainable standard, to be
their advocate in obtaining the resources to achieve that end, and to train the
future generations of staff to standards which are internationally acceptable.
Managers might reasonably point out that hospitals are the subject of scrutiny as
part ofgeneral social critique which includes prisons (soon also to be offered trust
status?) schools and industry. The assumption that hospitals embody the best of
modern medicine - technology, intensive care and heroic surgery - is correctly
under challenge. The detractors of the existing policy in hospitals will quote
Roemer's law - the chief indicator for treatment in hospital is the existence of a
hospital bed. There can be no future for the rebuilding of ward units on a decay
basis, when much future emphasis will be on non-hospital care.
It pains me to state the following, but I believe it to be true. Medical opposition to
reform, derived as it is from principled commitment to patient care, will carry
decreasing weight in an era of third party funding, with cost control and account-
ability. I do not believe that our future is necessarily bleak if we have vision,
courage and resolve. Our vision must go beyond bricks and mortar or even the
colourful sketchesofa new ward block. Itmustextend well beyond theboundaries
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of this site. There is no good reason why our many and varied clinical talents
cannot be exploited on other relevant sites dedicated to health care.
The differences between general practitioners and hospital specialists are very
much less than their common interest. A description I heard some years ago, ofa
hospital consultant by a general practitioner, as a man who had spent seven years
training to look up the wrong end of a telescope was as inappropriate then as it is
now - our talents are different but complementary. If there is less room for the
generalist as a hospital consultant - so be it; ifthe generalist practises elsewhere
- let us join him. Can we not offer our colleagues hospital facilities and bring
them on to our site - why should 'open access' be restricted to X -rays and
laboratory tests?
Wemust consider thethreatsto ourcolleaguesin theineptly named non -teaching
hospitals as being as great, if not greater than to ourselves. I am a whole-hearted
supporter ofthe small hospital practising efficiently and with community support.
Their clinical work can be superb but they function with the major hospitals as
backstop, when the unexpected complication occurs that could lead to disaster.
What must be fundamentally clear to all - politicians, Department of Health
and Social Service, Area or Trust Board, University, Postgraduate Council, and
the medical, nursing and paramedical professions, is that wide dispersion of
resources in terms of expertise and equipment is totally nonsensical and totally
unacceptable.
A population of 1 57 million is marginal from any economic viewpoint in the
provision of regional services, but there are no alternative options which are
acceptable. The constant comparisons with the third best fiscal performance by
an English region are not only flawed, but exhibit intellectual dishonesty. Medicine
and medical teaching in Ulster cannot survive international inspection if the
imbalance of resources between the acute hospitals and the rest of the patient
care system continues. The regional specialties have, and deserve to have, some
protection from the present pogrom against hospital medicine, but at no time in
thelast twenty -fiveyears have I observed just recognition ofindividual consultants
practising as regional experts in their specialised fields of medicine.
Our image of tomorrow must therefore include closer co -operation between the
peripheral hospitals, the general practitioners and the teaching hospitals. There
are many who regret that the opportunity to form an administrative grouping of
the teaching hospitals and the University during the 1972 re-organisation failed
to come to fruition, particularly when the system of four area boards has been
shown to be fundamentally flawed.
The image for tomorrow would also include an approach to planning which was
imaginative - even visionary in its concept of patient and staff environment. It is
I believe vital that we examine not only the more enlightened hospitals within the
United Kingdom but also those in Europe and North America. The scale ofinvest-
ment demands that we exercise the same level of skill and foresight as our
predecessors, who in a time scale of seven years planned and built the existing
hospital, described at that time as revoultion in design.
If I may quote Prince Charles - "I believe it is most certainly possible to design
features in such buildings that are positively healing - for instance, I believe that
courtyards, colonnades and running waterare healing features." It cannot be easy
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to be healed in a soul -less concrete box with characterless windows, inhospitable
corridorsand purely functional wards. Thespirit needs healingas wellas thebody.
Courage has never been in short supply in this hospital but perhaps it will require
to be of a different quality. To change the working philosophies of a life-time
will be a more difficult task for those members of the staff approaching my age
than for the younger generation of doctors. Courage will be required if each and
every person on thissite is to recognise that the fundamental long term objectives
ofthe hospital as a whole mustsupersede factional interests. Our present concept
of ward units will have to change but the concept of functional teams must be
nurtured. The clinical directorates should be essentially functional entities,
physiological, not anatomical or historical in concept. We will need resolve to
withstand the frustrations of fighting apparently lost causes, of seeing opportun-
ities missed, but we must retain our principled commitment to patient care and
ourinsistencethatthehospital retains thosefundamental components, developed
by evolution not revolution, which are required for undergraduate, postgraduate,
nursing and paramedical training to international standards.
Finally, it will require both resolve and patience to await the time when there is a
more balanced view of hospital medicine and a happier climate pertains. The
pendulum will, I am certain, swing back. Two years ago on this occasion as
Chairman of Staff I said that what was required was a period of stability and I
believed it to be vital at that time - it is now crucial.
"We trained hard ... but itseemed that every time we were beginning toform up
in teams, we would be re-organised. I was to learn later in life that we tend to
meet any new situation by re-organising and a wonderful method it can be for
creating the illusion of progress while producing confusion, inefficiency and
demoralisation. "This is not a quotation from any member ofthe consultant staff,
but attributed to Caius Petronius in AD 65.
Surely all those involved, politically and otherwise, must recognise that a period
of stability is now essential. The scale and frenetic pace of change has produced
an atmosphere of anxiety which is incompatible with the studied consideration
which all aspects of health care deserve. The new Royal Trust must resolve its
image for tomorrow. It must carry every member of its staff with it on the way
forward. It must be given real and not ephemeral freedoms and in turn those
freedoms must be passed down to functional clinical directorates which will
provide patient care, teaching and research to the highest attainable standard.
If this can be achieved - each and every one on this site can say, as I do today,
"it is a privilege to serve."'
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